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About Sculpture Adoption Scheme
Can you offer a sculpture a new home? Sculpture Adoption
Scheme is an adoption service for sculptural objects, seeking
to match works of art with new guardians. Sculpture Placement
Group works with artists to identify sculptural works in longterm storage with no current future and matches them with
organisations who can provide them with a new home and
a new audience. The project aims to bring sculptural joy into
people’s daily lives, finding new ways of circulating artworks,
alleviating artists of the pressures of storage and preventing the
premature destruction of sculptural objects.
Sculpture Adoption Scheme is an ongoing project organised
and managed by Sculpture Placement Group (SPG). We
welcome participation from artists and prospective adoptive
organisations from all backgrounds and walks of life. All we
ask is that participants are keen to enter into discussion and
negotiation over the display and care of work and that they are
confident that they can provide an audience for the work. Let’s
give work hidden in storage a new life!

How to Take Part
SPG are recruiting prospective adopters that can commit
to providing good homes, new contexts and ongoing care
for works. A bespoke agreement is negotiated between
artist and adopter and a contract drawn up that defines
the responsibilities and duration of each adoption. SPG
will facilitate these agreements and will also catch up with
participants a year on to see how things are going.
This scheme is beneficial to artists and adoptive organisations.
Whilst in this instance it is free to adopt a sculpture, SPG are
keen to highlight the significance of that gift, and the financial
challenges that artists face in maintaining a sculptural practice.
Artists can benefit from the scheme as it introduces them and
their artworks to new audiences whilst having works preserved
and cared for. Artists will be able to access their work should
it be required for future exhibition and they will have the
opportunity to be part of discussions over its new location and
presentation.
Making an application to take part is easy. All you have to do is
drop SPG an email to say that you are interested. You will then
be issued with our Guidance to Sculpture Adoption Scheme
and a short questionnaire to complete. Once your application
is reviewed a member of our team will get in touch with you to
let you know the next steps.
info@sculptureplacementgroup.org.uk

About Sculpture Placement Group
Sculpture Placement Group (SPG) are exploring ways of
prolonging the lifespan of sculptures via action research
and by piloting alternative models. We work across sectors,
consult directly with artists, arts organisations, academic
institutions and community groups to encourage sustainable
working within the visual arts and to facilitate engagement with
sculptural practice.
SPG are currently undertaking research project Smash it Up
which is funded by the Henry Moore Foundation. Smash it Up
examines challenges found within prevalent modes of working
within sculptural practice and seeks to offer alternatives, tested
through action research. It will conclude in December 2018.
Sculpture Placement Group are Martin Craig, Kate V Robertson,
Nicola Godsal and Michelle Emery-Barker. For more
information, to get in touch with us please visit
sculptureplacementgroup.org.uk
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20/20, 2016
Alex Allan

This work resulted from
an experimental process
set up during a residency
at Edinburgh Sculpture
Workshop. Materials were
reconfigured to make a
sculpture daily, and their
popularity was polled via
Instagram.
Current location
Edinburgh
Environment & materials
Outdoors, freestanding
Concrete
240 x 130 x 130 cm
The work is heavy. It requires
two people and a flatbed truck
with a minimum weight limit of
2 tonnes to move
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First and Last, 2016
Beth Shapeero

This work was created for
The Clinic, a group exhibition
investigating pseudo-sciences,
during Gi, 2016. The domes
are speakers which share the
dreams of four girls, recorded
just after waking.
Current location
Artist’s Studio, Glasgow
Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials
Indoors, freestanding and
mounted from ceiling, quiet
location. Variable installation
Pulped paper. 100 cm
diameter (each pod), 1.5kg
The piece includes a sound
installation which requires
power and an amplifier. The
domes can be configured in
multiple ways, and can exist as
a set or individually.
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Pressed, 2015
Beth Shapeero
Current location
Artist’s Studio, Glasgow
Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials
Indoor, freestanding
100 x 120 x 108 cm
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Big Wave Vortex,
2011
Tom Allan

The work was made for Local
Press for Glasgow Open House
Festival, 2015. The shapes
and forms in the sculpture link
aesthetically to a screenprint
that was gifted to visitors to the
exhibition.

Allan has been making
sculpture since 1977 and
trained in Glasgow and
Carrara, Italy. This work is
one of a series of sculptures
themed around the ‘wave’.
Current location
Artist’s Studio, Gartcosh
Environment & materials
Indoors or outdoors,
freestanding
Carved in Carrara marble,
granite base
95 x 60 x 45 cm
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The Tree that Never
Grew, 2011
Tom Allan

This sculpture is based around
imagery associated with St
Mungo who is Glasgow’s
patron saint. The work
was exhibited in Glasgow
Cathedral, for the St Mungo
Festival which takes place
annually.
Current location:
Artist’s Studio, Gartcosh
Environment & materials:
Indoors or outdoors, on table
or plinth
Italian cypress wood, painted
and varnished
60 x 60 x 50 cm, 30kg
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Table, 2011
Daisy Richardson
This work is part of an ongoing
series depicting domestic
objects being subsumed by
natural objects or substances.
The levitating table references
The Mirror, a film made by
Andrei Tarkovsky in 1975.

Current location:
Glasgow Independent Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Wood, papier mache, plaster,
second-hand table and
graphite 73 x 50 x 86 cm, 25kg
Whilst this work can be shown in
any setting, it is best viewed with
space around it. The graphite
and plaster surface shouldn't
be knocked.
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Arboreal, Scribe,
2016
Jennifer Wicks
Current location:
Artist’s Studio, Glasgow
Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Porcelain and peat
50 x 30 x 20 cm, 1kg
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OPENARIES I Thought
forms / Theories of
the universe (uttered
rather than written)/
John Baldessari,
2014
Laura Aldridge &
Anna Mayer

This work explores landscape’s
relationship to experience
and memory. It was originally
shown within an immersive
installation bringing together
film, sound, printmaking and
sculpture, and included work
by Marion Ferguson.

This is one of three
collaborative works made
by Laura Aldridge and Anna
Mayer. Working from a shared
interest in analogue firing
techniques, the artists built a
portable kiln for three themed
firing events during Gi, 2014.
Current location:
Artist’s Studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoor, wall-mounted
Ceramic, metal and string
150 x 240 x 20 cm, 22kg
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OPENARIES II
Vaginas and Snakes,
2014
Laura Aldridge &
Anna Mayer

This is one of three
collaborative works made
by Laura Aldridge and Anna
Mayer. Working from a shared
interest in analogue firing
techniques, the artists built a
portable kiln for three themed
firing events during Gi, 2014.
Current location:
Artist’s Studio
Environment & materials:
Indoor, wall-mounted
Ceramic, metal and string
220 x 120 x 25 cm, 25kg
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OPENARIES III ever
open opening/
ever more open
openings/ the
expanded vessel,
2014
Laura Aldridge &
Anna Mayer

This is one of three
collaborative works made
by Laura Aldridge and Anna
Mayer. Working from a shared
interest in analogue firing
techniques, the artists built a
portable kiln for three themed
firing events during Gi, 2014.
Current location:
Artist’s Studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Ceramic, metal and string
200 x 100 x 40 cm, 25kg
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Be a nose! (II - VIII),
2015
Laura Aldridge

Be a nose! replicates car air
fresheners, a usually banal
item, on a monumental scale.
The title is taken from the 1959
comedy horror film A Bucket of
Blood by Roger Corman.
Current location:
Be and Nose! II - Koppe
Astner, Glasgow, Be a nose! III
- VIII London Storage
Environment & materials:
Indoor, mounted on ceiling
using black wire rope
Vitreous enamel on steel
100 cm diameter, 15kg
(approx)
Seven of eight are available
and can be adopted together
or individually.
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Display-scape
no.2 BRICKwork A
misleading, whole
new way to do
things (or so they
say), 2015
Laura Aldridge &
Alistair Dearie

This work resulted from a
collaboration between artist,
Aldridge and ceramicist,
Dearie. It is made of 434
handmade bricks stacked
edge-to-edge, is at odds
with normal brickwork
construction, and embraces
the holes created as an
aesthetic design feature.
Current location:
Koppe Astner, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoor, wall-mounted
Ceramic, glaze
200 x 300 x 15 cm, 500kg
The work is attached to the wall
by a series of wooden plugs.
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There's no such
thing as textural
lack (I-V), 2016
Laura Aldridge

This work was made for The
British Council for their UK/
NG season and is a part of a
larger project, Go Woman Go!
It was made collaboratively
with ceramicists from Giri and
was installed at House 33 in
Abuja, Nigeria.
Current location:
Koppe Astner, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Ceramic, fabric and wood.
plinth 1 115 x 55 x 55 cm (pot I)
plinth 2 76 x 90 x 90 cm
(pots IV and V)
plinth 3 140 x 75 x 75 cm
(pots II and III)
3kg each
The work can be shown
singularly or as a group of 3
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All Possible Worlds,
2015
Victoria Evans

The work can be installed as a
triptych or individually. It was
informed by an exploration of
tensions between embodied
and cognitive experiences and
the overlaps between two and
three-dimensional space.
Current location:
Split between artist’s studio
and artist’s flat, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Cast acrylic and polyester
thread
30 x 30 x 30 cm (x3), 3kg
The work is fragile. To be fully
appreciated audiences should
be able to walk around the
work.
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Past/present
Cate Newton

This original 1950s car door,
processed to look half rusted,
half brand new, reflects
philosophies of time and
memory, where the past meets
the present in unexpected
ways.
Current location:
Artist’s garage, Fife
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Car door, steel, metal chain
210 x 150 x 75 cm, 20kg
Consists of two parts
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Fallen Tree
(Installation Draft)
Catalina
Barroso-Luque

This work aims to engage
its viewer on a one-on-one
relationship solely through
its physical presence. This
iteration of the work is a draft
and the final work was sold.
Current location:
Artist’s flat, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, hung from ceiling
190 x 263 cm, 3kg
The work is fragile. To be fully
appreciated audiences should
be able to walk around the
work.
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Zing (T), 2016
Helen Shaddock

This work belongs to part
of a series investigating
the potential of sculptural
installations. Shaddock was
interested in creating patterns
reminiscent of those found in
the natural world.
Current location:
Artist’s Granny's garage,
Sheffield
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Plaster, plaster pigment,
polymer
55 x 55 x 30 cm, 25kg
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Zing (L), 2016
Helen Shaddock

This work belongs to part
of a series investigating
the potential of sculptural
installations. Shaddock was
interested in creating patterns
reminiscent of those found in
the natural world.
Current location:
Artist’s Granny's garage,
Sheffield
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Plaster, plaster pigment,
polymer
55 x 45 x 30 cm, 25kg
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Currency
Distribution
Tim Sandys

This work is a sample of £300k
of counterfeit currency that
has been distributed through
the transport infrastructure.
It aims to promote empathy
between parties distributing
and discovering the bundles.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding,
on a plinth
Paper, viscalene
Dimensions and weight
variable
A small glass display case
accompanies the work
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The eruption of the
coward, 2013
Louise Gibson

This work was made for
Gibson’s solo show at LEHRTER
SIEBZEHN Berlin in 2013
which included a variety of
sculptural works. It was then
further exhibited at ARTFAIR,
Koln in 2015.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Yoga mats, crushed steel
water tank, resin, lacquer
97 x 110 x 82 cm, 110kg
The work requires access larger
than a domestic doorway
Photo credit Trevor Good
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A Moment, 2011
Louise Gibson
This work was created for
Gibson’s solo show at The Old
Ambulance Depot, Edinburgh
in 2011. It was exhibited at
LEHRTER SIEBZEHN Berlin, in
2013, at POP UP for Berlin Art
Week, 2014 and in Die Kunst
Agentin Gallery, Cologne.
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Amalgamate, 2011
Louise Gibson
This work was created for
Gibson’s first solo show at
The Old Ambulance Depot,
Edinburgh in 2011. It was also
exhibited in her solo show at
Summerhall, Edinburgh in
2012.

Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Underskirts, resin
75 x 22 x 51 cm, 56kg
Photo credit Christopher Lewis
Cook

Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Crushed filing cabinets,
washed out scaffolding sheet,
resin, lacquer
95 x 35 x 100 cm
106 x 90 x 120 cm
Total weight 150kg (approx)
Photo, Christopher Lewis Cook
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A Case of Alchemy,
2011
Louise Gibson
This work was created for
Gibson’s first solo show at
The Old Ambulance Depot,
Edinburgh in 2011. It was
also shown at The Albemarle
Gallery London in 2012.
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Canopy, 2008
Allison and Bray

Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Leather, polyester resin and
the artist’s collected personal
objects/material.
39 x 60 x 26 cm
39 x 60 x 21 cm
total weight 50kg (approx)
Photo credit Christopher Lewis
Cook

This work was created for
Perthshire Visual Arts Forum
in Birnam. It takes inspiration
from the ancient Birnam
oak as a living link to the
past, echoing the windows
in Birnam’s St Mary's Church
bell-tower.
Current location:
East Wemyss, Fife
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Printed acrylic panels
250 x 200cm (4 panels of
varying sizes) 30kg
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New Strains, 2003
Allison and Bray

This work is an installation
using 300 one-metre acrylic
panels suspended from
the roof of a Victorian
greenhouse. The panels are
engraved with the Latin names
of plants which are also girls’
names.
Current location:
Edinburgh
Environment & materials:
Indoors, mounted on ceiling
Acrylic panels suspended on
nylon line
100 x 20 cm (x300)
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Building Blocks,
2007
Allison and Bray

This floor work resulted from a
residency in Norway in 2007. It
is inspired by trees, traditional
Norwegian flower painting
and knitting patterns, and
is comprised of hundreds of
cubes of Norwegian birch.
Current location:
East Wemyss, Fife
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Birch blocks with pencil and
UVR paint
180 x 180 x 5 cm, 60kg
A UVR light is required
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(untitled)
Thom Rees

Rees works with material
language and appropriates
social, cultural and
architectural forms to make
his work. He constructs these
elements to explore aesthetic
experience.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Birch Ply, Iroko Hardwood
60 x 120 x 10 cm
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(untitled)
Thom Rees

Rees works with material
language and appropriates
social, cultural and
architectural forms to make
his work. He constructs these
elements to explore aesthetic
experience.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Wood, light and terracotta
and iron mix
50 x 50 x 20 cm
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(untitled)
Thom Rees

Rees works with material
language and appropriates
social, cultural and
architectural forms to make
his work. He constructs these
elements to explore aesthetic
experience.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
wood
50 x 50 x 20 cm
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(untitled)
Thom Rees
Rees works with material
language and appropriates
social, cultural and
architectural forms to make
his work. He constructs these
elements to explore aesthetic
experience.

Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Sheet ply and egg tempera
gold
120 x 50 x 30 cm
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Handbag, 2017
Beagles & Ramsay

This work was originally shown
at The Briggait, Glasgow in
2017. It was one of a number
of sculptural and printed
works included within Beagles
& Ramsay’s solo exhibition
Autumn/Winter 2017.
Current location:
Artists’ studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Fused polyvinyl chloride
125 x 100 x 45 cm, 8kg
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Forget me nots
Oona Wilkinson
Current location:
London
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Digitally printed textile, plaster
40 x 150 x 100 cm

Wilkinson’s work explores
our relationship to, and
understanding of, the objects
that we encounter within
our everyday lives. She
achieves this by combining
representational sculpture
and abstract forms, creating
works that sit between
alienation and familiarity.
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Lost Sole, 2017
Oona Wilkinson
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Under the Moon One
Thing I Crave (1543/
050807041425),
2015
Craig Coulthard

This work was originally made
for Wilkinson’s degree show at
Glasgow School of Art, in 2017.
Current location:
London
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Jesmonite, steel
30 x 8 x 4 cm

This is part of a series of felt
wall-hangings based on floor
designs found in the entrances
of Victorian buildings. The
designs are informed, in part,
by Owen Jones’ influential
book The Grammar of
Ornament.
Current location:
London
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Felt and cotton
160 x 105 cm, 1.5kg
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Term Lilt (1518/
050804010814),
2013
Craig Coulthard

This is part of a series of felt
wall-hangings based on floor
designs found in the entrances
of Victorian buildings.
The designs appear to be
influenced by Owen Jones’
famous book The Grammar of
Ornament.
Current location:
London
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Felt and cotton
120 x 190 cm, 2kg
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Dinna think, bonny
lassie, I’m gaun to
leave you (1519/
Unknown), 2013
Craig Coulthard

This is part of a series of felt
wall-hangings based on floor
designs found in the entrances
of Victorian buildings.
The designs appear to be
influenced by Owen Jones’
famous book The Grammar of
Ornament.
Current location:
London
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Felt and cotton
120 x 140 cm, 1.5kg
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The Scandal, 2013
Nick Evans

This work was created for
Evans’ solo show, Solar Eyes, at
Tramway, Glasgow in 2013. His
work focuses on the problems
and possibilities of studio
sculpture. He works with forms
and materials that refocus
and extend debates within
modernist histories.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Base:
Screenprinted wood,
400 x 400 cm in 100 x 100 cm
sections
Sculpture:
Fibre reinforced plaster
part 1, 100 x 100 x 110 cm
part 2, 140 x 130 x 100 cm
each part 50kg (approx)
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The Scandal (1),
2013
Nick Evans

This work was created for
Evans’ solo show, Solar Eyes, at
Tramway, Glasgow in 2013. His
work focuses on the problems
and possibilities of studio
sculpture. He works with forms
and materials that refocus
and extend debates within
modernist histories.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Base:
Screen-printed wood,
400 x 400 cm in 100 x 100 cm
sections
Sculpture:
Fibre reinforced plaster
140 x 120 x 110 cm
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Black Eye, 2013
Nick Evans

This work was created for
Evans’ solo show, Solar Eyes, at
Tramway, Glasgow in 2013. His
work focuses on the problems
and possibilities of studio
sculpture. He works with forms
and materials that refocus
and extend debates within
modernist histories.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Fibre reinforced plaster with
Ripstop nylon inflatable,
electric fan
165 x 220 x 110 cm
A power source is required
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Guardian with
Image, 2013
Nick Evans

This work was created for
Evans’ solo show, Solar Eyes, at
Tramway, Glasgow in 2013. His
work focuses on the problems
and possibilities of studio
sculpture. He works with forms
and materials that refocus
and extend debates within
modernist histories.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Fibre reinforced plaster,
screen-print on glass
200 x 185 x 100 cm
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State of Flux, 2017
Louise Barrington

Barrington’s work is abstract
and draws on characteristics
she has observed in
landscape from memory. This
work was made for her solo
show Shaping the Void at the
Pier Art Centre, Orkney.
Current location:
Orkney
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Wood & textiles
267 x 115 x 100 cm
Special consideration needs to
be given to lighting the work as
it is intended to cast shadows.
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Invisible Trace, 2018
Louise Barrington

Barrington’s work is abstract
and draws on characteristics
she has observed in
landscape from memory. This
work was made for her solo
show Ku-kan at the Briggait
Project Spaces in 2018.
Current location:
Orkney
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Wood & textiles
244 x 313 x 65 cm
Special consideration needs to
be given to lighting the work as
it is intended to cast shadows.
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Cloud, 2017
Louise Barrington

Barrington’s work is abstract
and draws on characteristics
she has observed in
landscape from memory. This
work was made for her solo
show Shaping the Void at the
Pier Art Centre, Orkney.
Current location:
Orkney
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Wood & textiles
85 x 90 x 40 cm
Special consideration needs to
be given to lighting the work as
it is intended to cast shadows.
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Arrangement, 2018
Louise Barrington

Barrington’s work is abstract
and draws on characteristics
she has observed in
landscape from memory. This
work was made for her solo
show Ku-kan at the Briggait
Project Spaces in 2018.
Current location:
Orkney
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Wood & textiles
244 x 150 x 120 cm
Special consideration needs to
be given to lighting the work as
it is intended to cast shadows.
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Black Pansy, 2005
Graham Fagen

This work was first exhibited in
Fagen’s solo exhibition Clean
Hands Pure Heart at Tramway,
Glasgow in 2005. His themes
include flowers, journeys and
popular songs, which he uses
to understand the powerful
forces that shape our lives.
Current location:
Artist’s house, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, plinth
Bronze
15 x 15 x 23 cm, 1kg
A case may be required for
security purposes
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Strive to Set the
Crooked Straight,
James McLardy

This work was exhibited
as part of Common Soul
at Outpost, Norwich. The
neckerchief is worn by
workers, artisans and
craftsmen and is suggestive of
the social idealism of artists
and utopian visionaries.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Walnut veneer, printed textile
150 x 220 x 220 cm, 100kg
Work should be fixed to the
ground
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Slack-horizontal /
good sleep
James McLardy

This work references the
Boeing 747, Barbara
Hepworth’s Vertical Form,
and MDF, all of which were
launched in 1969. In this
work McLardy challenges
our perceptions of value
by colliding sculpted and
manufactured objects.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
MDF, paint, aluminium
220 x 40 x 55 cm, 80kg
Work should be fixed to the
ground
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Bought Air
James McLardy
This work acted as a set of
architecture-like forms on
which visitors were invited
to sit and read an archive
of literature relating to
Palestinian culture and the
Israel-Palestine conflict.

Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding, quiet
location
Plastic laminated MDF, paper,
paint and powder coated steel
170 x 440 x 440 cm (with pool
form), 120kg
Work should be fixed to the
ground (offered without ‘flat
pool’ shaped form)
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Red Bench, 2010
Ally Wallace

Wallace’s work often responds
to a particular location. This
work is based on an area of
architectural landscaping
at Queen's Cross, Glasgow
and is part of a series of such
sculptures.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, plinth
15 x 10 x 10 cm
The work is fragile
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Laps, 2016
Raymond Strachan

This work was made for
Strachan’s solo exhibition,
GHUL at the Visual Arts Unit,
Glasgow which included
paintings, sculptures and film.
His work references the body
and he sees Laps as a tongue
or strip of skin.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Cotton, flannel, watercolour,
ink and glue
0.5 x 86 x 100 cm
The work can be installed in
multiple ways in consultation
with the artist
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Spinning Wheel,
2017
Zsofia Jakab

Jakab works across a variety
of media including sculpture,
printmaking, textiles and
video. For this work, she
references the use of the
imagery of a spider and
spinning wheel within Roman
poet Ovid’s Metamorphoses.
Current location:
Artist’s flat, Dundee
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Wood, wax, steel, thread
168.5 x 166 cm
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Cat Woman
Marcin Krupa

Krupa is a polish artist based
in Edinburgh whose work
explores the human body, its
shapes, colours, texture and
sexuality. This work presents
the ‘cat woman’ as a symbol
of female sexuality.
Current location:
Edinburgh
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Plaster with wooden base,
acrylic paint
40 x 30 x 20 cm, 3kg
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Scream
Marcin Krupa

Krupa is a polish artist based
in Edinburgh whose work
explores the human body, its
shapes, colours, texture and
sexuality. This work is intended
to depict repression.
Current location:
Edinburgh
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Plaster, acrylic paint
30 x 15 x 15 cm, 3kg

REF:
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Exclusion,
Marcin Krupa

Krupa is a polish artist
based in Edinburgh whose
work explores the human
body, its shapes, colours,
texture and sexuality. This
work depicts a scarred and
unattractive body, exploring
trauma, rejection and societal
judgement.
Current location:
Edinburgh
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Wood, acrylic paint, wax
100 x 10 x 10 cm, 3kg
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Billy the Kit
Alys Owen

Owen explores relationships
between humans, animals
and the natural world. This
work is based on the Eurasian
Beaver, now extinct in the UK,
and is a new hybrid creation,
half man half creature.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Steel armature, faux fur, cast
resin, broken mirror
70 x 40 x 80 cm
The work isn’t waterproof so
may rust outdoors
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Inner Landscape,
2017
Littlewhitehead
This artist duo has worked
together for 10 years, mainly
producing sculpture. This work
was created for artist collective
Thank You Very Much's
summer residency at David
Dale Gallery in Glasgow, 2017.

Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors or outdoors
Mild steel, concrete, plants,
soil
90 x 900 x 400 cm
Plants may need maintenance.
Diving boards can be altered
in height or fixed directly to the
ground depending on height of
plants.
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Final Flight
Elaine Allison

This work was originally made
for St Andrews Museum and it
responds to the natural history
collection of the Bell Pettigrew
Museum, St Andrews. Pettigrew
was a Victorian collector with
an interest in flight.
Current location:
Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Deer skull, velvet, cushion
30 x 25 x 20 cm, 1.5kg
The work is suitable for quieter
locations

REF:

SAS0029_002

Family Tree 1
Elaine Allison

This work resulted from a
project for the Royal Scottish
Academy, Edinburgh where
artists were given a Perspex
box as a starting point for a
work. It includes details and
artefacts relating to the artist’s
family.
Current location:
Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Perspex box, screenprinted
and laser etched labels,
thread, buttons, laser cut and
laser engraved paper
130 x 30 x 30 cm
This work has an accompanying
work, Family Tree 2

REF:

SAS0029_003

Family Tree 2
Elaine Allison

This work resulted from a
project for the Royal Scottish
Academy, Edinburgh where
artists were given a Perspex
box as a starting point for a
work. It includes details and
artefacts relating the artist’s
family.
Current location:
Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Perspex box, screen printed
Perspex, nylon line, keys,
screen printed mirror
130 x 30 x 30 cm
This work has an accompanying
work, Family Tree 1. Careful
cleaning is required

REF:

SAS0030_001

On the Closing of
a [Lanark] Leisure
Centre, 2017
Arieh Frosh

This sculpture was part of
a project entitled On the
Closing of a Lanark Leisure
Centre. Artists and writers
responded to the closing of
a fictional leisure centre and
the simultaneous opening of a
leisure facility formed through
collective language.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Plaster, silk paint, wood,
synthetic fabric, foam,
plasterboard, rubber matting
110 x 190 x 100 cm
The work can be easily knocked
over

REF:

SAS0031_001

Fake Gold Ring,
2008
Janie Nicoll

This work was created for
Meddle with the Devil, at the
Park Gallery, Falkirk in 2008.
It is a copy of a gold ring
found while the artist was out
running in the Maryhill area of
Glasgow.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Bendy Ply, MDF
122 x 122 x 122 cm, 50kg

REF:

SAS0032_001

Better Clone Sons,
2017
Joseph Buckley

Buckley is a black British
artist of Irish and Caribbean
extraction. This work is a
sculpture featuring three
figures, wrapped in armour
and marching in skinhead
boots.
Current location:
In the artist’s mother’s house,
Leeds
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Plywood, epoxy putty, acrylic
resin plastic, Plexiglas spheres,
synthetic hair, platinum cure
silicone, rubber, spray paint,
vinyl gloves
208 x 199 x 7 cm, 45kg
The work is mounted with a
french cleat system. It should
be hung high up and on a
sturdy wall.

REF:

SAS0033_001

Holding 016.04.12,
2012
Jolanta Dolewska

This work was produced in
one of Scotland’s Sheriff
Courts. Dolewska is interested
in the power struggles faced
by human beings and this
work explores the relationship
between power and gaze
within judicial spaces.
Current location:
Artist’s flat
Environment & materials:
Indoor, wall-mounted
Fibre based silver gelatin print,
wood
76 x 101 cm, 1kg

REF:

SAS0034_001

The earth is round
and flat, 2010
Elke Finkenauer

This work is inspired by the
use of mapping as a way of
understanding experience. It
takes its title from the Jeanette
Winterson novel Sexing the
Cherry.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Industrial felt, meranti ply
110 x 70 cm, 1kg
The worked is screwed to the
wall with a mounted bracket

REF:

SAS0035_001

Shoe composition
for five people
David Sherry

This work offers an
opportunity to do something
silly that is also productive
and valuable. Through the
work, Sherry presents a form
of engagement that brings
people closer together.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Five pairs of shoes connected
to wood by hinges
200 cm squared
This work needs to be used by
people. It would be suitable for
an environment with multiple
users

REF:

SAS0036_001

Things fall apart;
the centre cannot
hold, 2015
Laura Buttons

Within this installation, the
artist builds a fragmented,
open space, in which the
domestic landscape is
unravelling and recomposed.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Steel, tar, foam, tinted wax,
plaster
250 x 310 x 370 cm
Handling of the work should be
supervised

REF:

SAS0037_001

Tuatarina
Madhouse, 2017
Oliver Braid

This work was made for
Bristol’s Viriconium Palace
for an exhibition showing
the work of a fictional artists
collective, Trustafarian Vanity
Project. They were made by
the artist and his family and
were funded by the artist's first
full-time job.
Current location:
The shell is located in Bristol
and the other component
parts are located in artist’s
studio in Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Wood, metal, rubber, glass,
foam, leather, cotton, plastic,
tablets, pine cones, fleece
170 x 170 x 250 cm
Use of the work must be
managed and supervised

REF:

SAS0038_001

A Moment of
Randomness, 2016
WeiKeong Tan

The work results from the
artist’s perseverance in
researching a particular type
of glaze, his intentions and
lack of control. He would like
to share this experiment to
promote ceramics to a wider
audience.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoor, wall-mounted
Ceramics mounted on wall
with iron square hooks
200 x 500 cm (x48)

REF:

SAS0039_001

The Precious Load
Lada Wilson
The explanation of this work
is in its title, The Precious Load.
Something precious to its
creator that somehow yearns
to be set free.

REF:

SAS0040_001

Back of the Jumps
Mary Redmond
Back of the Jumps continues
Redmond’s exploration of
industry/industriousness and
the handmade.

Current location:
WASPS Artist’s Studios, Dundee
Environment & materials:
Indoor, freestanding
Plaster & wood
100 x 70 x 20 cm, 7kg
The display of this work can be
decided in consultation with
the artist

Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Sheet corrugated metal, paint,
fabric, board, electrical tape
280 x 400 x 150 cm
The work will require a Luton
van to transport

REF:

SAS0041_001

Expanding Patterns
Workshop Table,
2013
Rachel Barron

The work was made for
Grammar of Ornament, a
participatory printmaking
project held at The Briggait,
Glasgow, 2013, inspired by
architect Owen Jones. Several
hundred prints formed a
colourful and vibrant floor
installation. Funded by Arts
Trust Scotland.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Wood, mirrored acrylic, spray
paint, emulsion
96 x 45 x 45 cm, 10kg (approx)
There is potential to experiment
with different uses of the table

REF:

SAS0042_001

Formations (after
Mexico) 01, 03, 04,
2017
Andrew Lacon

The work, influenced by a
residency in Mexico City at
Soma during 2015, takes
reference from architectural
details, pre-hispanic sculpture
and ubiquitous European
crazy paving. This was the first
iteration in the development
for Fragments, a solo show a
Dundee Contemporary Arts.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Birmingham
Environment & materials:
Indoors, outdoors,
freestanding
Cement, marble and pigment
4 x 22 x 105 cm (x3)
If placed outside, the colour
intensity may fade over a
long period of time. It may
be required to cement into
place permanently in outdoor
locations.

REF:

SAS0042_002

Fragments, 2017
Andrew Lacon

This work was originally created
for solo show Fragments at
Dundee Contemporary Arts. It
was exhibited as a large floorbased piece that spanned the
gallery floor and was made of
50 individual slabs.
Current location:
Artist’s studio
Environment & materials:
Indoors, outdoors, freestanding
Cement, marble and pigment
114 x 114 x 3.4 cm, 60kg
(approx), (x8)
If placed outside, the colour
intensity may fade over a
long period of time. It may be
required to cement into place
permanently in an outdoor
location. Individual slabs or
broken fragments could be
made into new flooring or plinths
in discussion with the artist.

REF:

SAS0043_001

I pushed too hard,
his head fell off
Emma Pratt

This work is a miniature
version of a larger sculpture,
originally made in vegetable
fat. Themes include - shape
shifting, horror films,
ectoplasmic beings, psycho
kinesis, domestic pets,
fragmented body parts and
traditional modes of sculpture.
Current location:
Artist’s shed, Edinburgh
Environment & materials:
Indoors, in a case, on a plinth
Glazed ceramic
35 x 33 x 18 cm, 9kg (approx)
The work is heavy and fragile
and will need to be secured
and treated with care.

REF:

SAS0044_001

Sculpture for The
Lobby (Speculative
Commission), 2016
Felix Welch

This work was created for
the lobby of a hypothetical
company and is a newly
manufactured art object
haunted by the ‘lost futures’
of modernity. It responds to
relationships between public/
private space and civic
sculpture.
Current location:
Artist’s parents’ Garage,
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
90 x 240 x 15 cm
The work needs to have a
strong enough wall for it to be
secured safely.

REF:

SAS0045_001

It Landed Here
Corrie Thomson

This work is a response to
Glen Feshie in the Cairngorms
in Scotland. Shapes and
forms found within the
sculpture were inspired by this
landscape. It was exhibited
within the artist’s degree show
at DJCAD, Dundee.
Current location:
Artist’s house, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Obeche and oak
100 x 300 x 33 cm, 5kg
Can be wall-mounted or
freestanding

REF:

SAS0045_002

Still, Gather, Sway,
2014
Corrie Thomson

This is one of the first
sculptures ever made by the
artist. Within it she explores
tensions and balance using
materials such as wood and
metal to create a sense of
uncertainty and curiosity.
Current location:
WASPS Artists’ Studios,
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Plywood, steel rod, waxed
string, stone
100 x 50 x 20 cm, 2.5kg
A plinth is required for display

REF:

SAS0046_001

Paper Towel Holder,
2014
Rae-Yen Song
This sculpture acts as a paper
towel holder, a seating area
and offers warm ambient
lighting for the audience. It
was shown at the Briggait in
2014.

Current location:
Laurieston Arches, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Steel, foam, latex, plaster,
mung beans, lentils,
cardboard, Plasticine, light
fixture
275 cm

REF:

SAS0047_001

Make Your Way
Brick (Coltness,
McDonald
Briadwood, Milton
Carluke, Nellfield),
2016
Kevin Andrew Morris

This work was made for the
project Make Your Way, an
art and heritage project in
Carluke, Scotland. The artist
explored Carluke’s brick
making history working with
archival materials and found
objects.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors or outdoors
Glazed brick
22.5 x 10 x 8 cm, 3kg
Care should be taken with the
glaze which can chip

REF:

SAS0048_001

Life Raft, 2015
Ellie Harrison
This work was designed as
the final ‘hole’ in artist Doug
Fishbone’s Leisure Land Golf
Course at Venice Biennale in
2015. The work offers a safe
haven to immigrant golf balls
that make the crossing.

Current location:
Storage container, Essex
Environment & materials:
Indoors or outdoors
Metal frame, imitation grass,
golf clubs and balls (2 pieces)
Britain 308 x 175 x 25 cm
France 120 x 128 x 25 cm
The work can be installed on
land or in water

REF:

SAS0048_002

A Brief History of
Privatisation, 2011
Ellie Harrison

The work was commissioned
for the artist’s first solo show in
a London gallery. It includes a
circle of six electric massage
chairs to re-enact the history
of the UK public service policy
over the last century.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Interactive installation
comprising of six electric
massage chairs, projector
and custom-made computer
programme
variable (400 x 400 x 150 cm
approx)

REF:

SAS0049_001

Lasagne, 2014
Graeme Durant

The artist is based in
Newcastle upon Tyne and the
work was made for his solo
show When In Roam at BALTIC,
Gateshead in 2014/2015.
Current location:
Whitley Bay
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
152 x 213 cm
The centre of the work should
be hung at 152.4 cm

REF:

SAS0050_001

Perhaps potentials
are enough / delay,
2016
Leontios Toumpouris

The artist produces his work in
response to the site in which it
is exhibited, and he works in
installation, text, sound and
performance. This work was
made in 2016 and has not
been exhibited.
Current location:
Artist’s studio, Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted
Bisque fired Stoneware and
Earthenware clay
Dimensions variable, 20kg
The artist is required to install
the work

REF:

SAS0051_001

Dune Cradle, 2017
Hannah Imlach

This work was made in
response to the intertidal
landscape of East Lothian,
Scotland. It considers the
biodiversity of dynamic dune
systems and the threat of
rising sea levels.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
Balsa wood, powder coated
steel, (sand and dune flora)
160 x 105 x 105 cm
The work can be configured
in various ways that can be
agreed with the artist

REF:

SAS0052_001

Untitled (Mutation),
2010
Kate V Robertson

This work was made for a solo
exhibition Pieces at Galerie
Feinkost, Berlin in 2010.
Whilst making it the artist was
thinking about synaesthesia
and substituting one sense for
another.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Fibreglass, emulsion, novelty
horn
20 x 100 cm (diameter)
The work should be mounted
onto a ceiling in place of a
plaster ceiling rose

REF:

SAS0052_002

Untitled (Table),
2010
Kate V Robertson

This work was made for solo
exhibition Pieces at Galerie
Feinkost, Berlin in 2010. It was
also shown as part of Industrial
Aesthetics Environmental
Influences on Recent Art from
Scotland at Hunter College,
NYC, 2011.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Wood and ink
85 x 35 x 40 cm

REF:

SAS0053_001

We Fall in Patterns
Too Quickly, 2002
Toby Paterson

This is an early example of the
artist’s recurrent interest in
painting becoming sculpture
in the form of the relief. As
such, it is a significant work in
Paterson’s career, despite not
having been shown for some
time.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors
15 individual acrylic, painted
MDF elements
Dimensions variable, 80 x 50 x
5 cm (x15), 20kg
Consideration should be given
to offering protection to the
work without a vitrine

REF:

SAS0054_001

Anti War Monument
or It was the keen
ones who shat
themselves first,
2014
Rachel Lowther

This sculpture was first
shown in the village hall in
Uplawmoor, East Renfrewshire,
as part of Gi 2014, along with
proposals for “war memorials”
featuring children playing the
adult roles.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors
steel, fibreglass, jesmonite,
plaster, hessian, wood
305 x 128 x 131 cm
The work should not be climbed
on and care should be taken
when handled

REF:

SAS0054_002

Mohammad Plays,
2015
Rachel Lowther

This work was part of an
exhibition commissioned
by Glasgow School of Art
with support from Museums
Galleries Scotland’s WW1
Fund. It is a tribute to the
Palestinian cousins who died
playing football on Gaza
Beach in July 2014.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Oil paint, fibreglass, jesmonite,
steel, wood, plaster
170 x 72 x 97cm
The work is relatively fragile,
and care should be taken when
handled.

REF:

SAS0054_003

Mother and Child,
2015
Rachel Lowther

This work depicts one of three
civilian figures, modelled
in clay over weeks and
transformed in minutes when
the artist attacked it with a
pickaxe handle.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors
Oil paint, fibreglass, jesmonite,
steel, wood, plaster
80 x 105 x 188 cm
The work is relatively fragile,
and care should be taken when
handled

REF:

SAS0054_004

Quaker, 2015
Rachel Lowther

The artist would prefer the
viewer to draw their own
conclusions about the work,
which has overt imagery and
was originally shown and
conceived in relation to war.
Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studios
Environment & materials:
Indoors
pigment, Vaseline and paint
on fibreglass, jesmonite
36 x 20 x 15 cm
The work includes a moist
substance that requires being
refreshed from time to time

REF:

SAS0055_001

Geologic Intimacy,
2014
Ilana Halperin

Geologic Intimacy is part
of the ongoing project
Physical Geology. Within this
project the artist has been
amassing a new sculptural
geology collection, using
naturally occurring geological
processes to form each object.
Current location:
Glasgow
Environment & materials:
Indoors, wall-mounted.
Laser cut Japanese plywood
encrusted in a new silica
mineral deposit over 6 months
in the run off pool from a
geothermal power plant at the
Blue Lagoon in Iceland. 46 x
27 cm
The work can be wall mounted
using a specially made fixture. Its
surface is delicate and should be
hung out of the reach of visitors.

REF:

SAS0056_001

St. John the Baptist
(Ferrero Rocher
remix), 2012
Jock Mooney

This work was part of a solo
show in 2012, called The
Eyes Turn'd Inward for the
Nightmare was Real. The show
was particularly influenced
by religious art combined with
the artist’s irreverent take on
popular culture.
Current location:
Storage, Vane Gallery,
Newcastle
Environment & materials:
Indoors, on a plinth
Mixed media (mod roc, plastic
modelling compound, enamel
paint, tinsel)
29 x 24 x 17 cm (head only)
The work can be shown on its
side, for which a plinth would
be ideal. Alternatively, it can be
displayed on a mound of gold
tinsel.

REF:

SAS0007_001

Celebration Nap,
2017
Tessa Lynch
This work was made for
Lynch’s 2017 solo-show,
L-Shaped Room, at Spike
Island, Bristol. The exhibition
centred around understanding
the city from the perspective
of a female artist and mother
working from home.

Current location:
Glasgow Sculpture Studio
Environment & materials:
Indoors, freestanding
100 x 175 x 100 cm (X 2)
Consists of two parts
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